Eighth Grader From Duncan Spells 'Em Down

Mustang Girl Second In Bee

By BROOK CLARY

Duncan, 244 people (pop. 3,498, Page 1)

Eighth-grader Kelly Knapp finished second in the city-wide spelling bee May 19 and was selected to compete in the state finals May 30. The 13-year-old was one of 10 children in the first six grades at Duncan Elementary School to qualify; she was the only representative of the school.

Kelly is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Knapp. She attends Duncan Junior High School.

She is a member of the school's cheerleading and glee club teams and plans to compete in the national competition. She has been attending the school for 10 years.

Second in the state will represent the school in the regional competition. Her spelling ability is due to her parents and their encouragement. She has consistently come in first place in the preliminary rounds.

Kelly is a Manchester Academy student and is a member of the National Honor Society. She plans to attend Oklahoma State University in the fall.
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John Potts, head coach of the Oklahoma State University's South Central Spelling Bee, was selected as the most outstanding official of the state-wide event. The 34-year-old is a former football player and has been a coach and administrator at Langston University for the past five years.

Potts is a native of Oklahoma City and has been coaching high school athletes for 10 years. He is the father of two children, two boys.
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Nixon Reported Looking For Hershey Replacement

There's A Bidder

There's a bit of a scramble for the top spot in the Hershey chocolate company, as companies from around the country make bids for the company. The Hershey company is known for its delicious treats, and the bidding process is expected to be intense.

33 Persons Injured

Teen Slams Car Into Dance—Twice

The incident occurred during a dance at a local high school. The driver, a teenager, lost control of the car and slammed it into the dance floor twice, injuring 33 people. The driver was charged with reckless driving.

FREE PERSONAL CHECKING with LIBERTY's new saveNcheck service

You keep $1,000 in a regular Liberty Savings Account, and you get your Liberty Personal Checking Account for free. And you get our new saveNcheck service, which allows you to save money on your checking account. You can check your balance, transfer funds, and more.

Julian Telowicz Services Today

Julian Telowicz, a prominent figure in the community, passed away yesterday. Services for Telowicz will be held today at the local church. Telowicz was known for his philanthropy and community involvement.

Speed Jones Dead At 63

Speed Jones, a long-time resident of the area, passed away at the age of 63. Jones was a well-known figure in the community and will be missed by all.

Duncan Champ Wins Spelling Bee

Duncan, a student at the local school, won the spelling bee. The competition was tough, but Duncan emerged as the winner. He will represent the school in the state spelling bee.

First Of Astronauts

City Club To Hear Scott Carpenter

Scott Carpenter, the first of the astronauts, will be speaking at the City Club today. He will share his experiences and insights with the audience. Carpenter was a pioneer in the space program and has made significant contributions to the field.

Band Winner, Too

At the local music festival, the band won both the instrumental and vocal categories. The band's performance was outstanding and they received a standing ovation from the audience.

Waiting For The Final Round

South Dakota's soccer team is waiting for the final round of the state championship. They have worked hard throughout the season and are determined to bring home the trophy.
Editorials

For Want Of A Nail...

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Concerned

Penalty For
Nixon Mistake

John P. Roche
Move Over, Dick, For Alex

Bill Tharp
Of Bombay, 
Guest And The Like

Podell 'Weeps' 
For Oil Firms

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Rookie Legislator Sees 
Session 'Full Of Drama'

Space Gobbledygook

Education Chalk Talk

Tax Refunds
Coming Soon

Growing Anger Spreading Across Country

College Riots Could Trigger New 'Witch Hunt'

Quotes

Billy Graham

Penitent, Prayer, the Peace of God...
Laird Tells Pentagon Aides To ‘Thwart’ C5A Reports

All the luckiest moms are getting Penncrest's NOW AT FABULOUS SAVINGS, THRU SATURDAY!

Cooking made easy for mom...
FIREd-IN, SCRATCH RESISTANT TEFON® COATED COOKWARE REDUCED THRU SATURDAY!

OSU Wins, 6-2, Takes Over First

Fairbanks Rips Sooner Offense

Cyclones Pop Sooners, 4-2

89ers, Indians To Clash Today
**PIRATES WIN CROWN**

**Hill Grabs Tie With Long Putt**

Carlos Has 9.0 Century

By Choctaw

**Cushing Ekes**

**Extra Batting Drill Pays Off For 89ers**

You may have thought the three had seen the end of batting, but they were waiting for another chance. The three were at the batting cage, as usual, waiting for their turn to bat. Suddenly, they heard a loud roar, and they knew there was a new drill to practice. They were excited and ready to give it their best shot.

The first drill involved hitting a baseball with a bat. The three took turns hitting the ball, trying to get it as far as possible. The second drill was more challenging, as they had to hit the ball while running. The three ran towards the ball, trying to time their swing perfectly. The third and final drill involved hitting the ball while jumping. The three jumped into the air, trying to hit the ball as it flew through the air.

After completing the three drills, the three were exhausted but happy. They knew they had improved their batting skills and were ready for the next game. The three settled down in their seats and cheered on their team, ready for the next turn.

**Jockey Claims Prince Loafed**

Fairbanks inked With OU Offense

**Baseball Averages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Batting Averages</th>
<th>Pitching Averages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Players Bunched At Top**

Let's Play Our College Camps

Joe Bland

Rebel Boots Punch

Wayne Cox
Grant Nips Bombers For Regional Track Title

Nelson Fuels 99-90 Romp

AA Regional

A Regionsals

Frazier Still Tops Ratings

Bo's Eagle Does It

Wise Hurls Phils By Fading Cards

Concert Near 'Bummer'

Anglers Flock To Canton For Walleye Rodeo Today

Human Comedy At Best In Mummers' 'Clowns'

State Group Sets Exposure On Quackery

FIVE CITY GUARDSMEN TO GET DUTY AWARDS

Five City News

Wish News

Tulsa World

Joey's Eagle

Bo's Eagle

Gary Player's Golf Class
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Astronauts To Get OSU Service Award

Draft, ROTC Foes Rapped

SELL-A-RAMA '69
THE GREATEST ONE-DAY SELLING
GAMMILL IN OKLAHOMA CITY HISTORY!

Tues., May 6, 7:30 p.m.
Civic Center Music Hall

City Organizer
C. Dave Rachael

Tickets available:
- PET More Profit in your Future.

$5

Air Conditioning

Admiral

Quality, Comfort, Conveniences
Quality Design & Construction
Dual-Vane Air Conditioning

14,000 BTU
$495

10,000 BTU
$229.88

24,000 BTU
$329.88

Steelworkers Vote To End Tulsa Strike

70's Fashions

Tropical Sports
May Brides' Exchange Formal Nuptials

Russell Terri

The Oklahoma Journal, May 4, 1957

Grille Cloth Decorates Back... Cover Piano For Divider

By POLLY SCHMIDT

September 9th was a day full of excitement for Judy Ward. She was dressed in a beautiful white, organza gown with a red sash. The dress was designed by Mrs. Ward, and she had it made by a local seamstress. She was accompanied by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Smith, who were dressed in blue and white, respectively.

Judy was married to Russell Terri, and the ceremony took place at the First United Methodist Church in Oklahoma City. The reception was held at the Plaza Hotel, and the couple honeymooned in Hawaii. They returned to Oklahoma City to a warm and loving reception.

The newlyweds are planning to open a small boutique in downtown Oklahoma City, where they will sell high-quality clothing and accessories.

Betrothed Couples Plan Summer, Fall Weddings

Pam Crane

The Oklahoma Journal, May 4, 1957

Stuffed Pine Cones Make Bird Feeders

By DORIS JONES

June 1st was a bustling day in the Oklahoma City area, with many couples planning their summer and fall weddings. The couple who caught our attention was Pam Crane, who was planning to marry her boyfriend, John Smith, on June 15th.

John Smith was a high school football player, and Pam was a cheerleader. They met while attending Oklahoma City University and have been dating for two years. They plan to have their wedding in the lovely park near the university, where they have many happy memories.

They have planned a small, intimate wedding, with only their closest friends and family in attendance. They are looking forward to starting their life together and building a happy future.

F.B. ROGERS SILVER SALE

Save 30% to 35% during this Special Purchase Sale of Silver-plated Holloware

FB. Rogers is offering a special purchase sale of silver-plated holloware at their store in Oklahoma City. The sale includes a variety of items, such as serving dishes, teapots, and creamers.

The sale will be held from May 4th to May 10th, and it is open daily from 10 am to 6 pm. Customers can choose from a wide variety of designs and styles to suit their preferences.

Shop Monday to Saturday from 10 am to 4 pm
MacDowell Club Sets Annual Coffee, Registration

Annual coffee and registration meeting, sponsored by the MacDowell Club, will be held at the home of Mrs. R. B. Turner, 201 W. New Hampshire Ave., this evening. Members and guests are invited.

Butler's

For Mom
What a lovely way to say nearest!

Gossard Attitude Keeps America Beautiful

Glossy young
Keeps America beautiful

STRETCH WIGS

Mother's Day Special

STI-ED WIG CASE, HEAD & SPRAY $25

What is this
A STRETCH WIG Case, Head & Spray

Print Robe
From California

Fishnet Head Scarf by Noor Fashions $1.95

Three Piece Knit Suits $3.99

Long Tassel Jacket Suit by Jo Lester $20

=document

Special for Mother's Day

Free spool with each pair
By the dozen at least

Peso Vios Hunientos
By the dozen...

prints on offer...

to...
Texas Clothes Alive With Color

Fashion Staff

Pretty Looks For Summer

Summer Eyes Need Shades Of Fashion

Eyes Fly High

Sunny Days Ahead

Journal Entries

Knits Go Glamourous

Mini Sleepdresses Cued To Color

For Little Girls...

For Young Legs

Summer Will Be Flower Garden

Convention Favors

For Heigh Men

Knits Go Glamourous

Mini Sleepdresses Cued To Color

For Little Girls...

For Young Legs
It's Straw Hat time...

Korell Dresses of 100% Dacron

Proportioned Contro-K Panty Hose

To Mother with Love

Sears

the Polyester BLUES that are Strictly Happy, Marvelously Easy-Care

It's Sheer Year '69!
Fashions from Sears Junior Bazaar
Everything's sheer this year...

Nothing to wear?

Try on
Jo Rives' Perfume by Weeds

Charge it on Sears Revolving Charge.

For "Happy Mother's Day" with Flowers from Sears
CALL 52-2000...
just say CHARGE IT.

Shop Hours: Store in Shop or by Phone 9:30 to 9:30
Black Friday: 9:30 to 10:30 am

Downtown, Canton Hill, Perry Square

PHONE: DOWNTOWN 5-2150 CANTON HILL 2-6100 PERRY SQUARE 4-1744

Korell Dress of 100% Dacron

"Whipped Cream" available in five cool summer dresses. Dacron price...

"Whipped Cream" available in five cool summer dresses. Dacron price...

"Whipped Cream" available in five cool summer dresses. Dacron price...

"Whipped Cream" available in five cool summer dresses. Dacron price...
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"Whipped Cream" available in five cool summer dresses. Dacron price...
**Sears**

**Show Mother You Care...**
**Mother's Day, May 11th!**

[HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY!]

**Sears has gone wild!** Adventuress...

International Set has knitted lace and pastele combinaison, with embroidery and lace. Matching hat, gloves, and belt. Sizes: 36, 38, 40. Colors: green, yellow, pink, white.

**SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE**
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Shop Monday thru Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Sears Electric Scissors

Handy 2-Speed Electric Scissors

Regular $10.99

99c

Get fabrics in a fraction of the time it takes to cut by hand!
Powder-free blades for fine work. One blade for light cutting, the other
blade for heavy Duty cutting. Built-in storage. Power cord
includes a blade guard. Electric circuit breaker protects from
power surges. Combination price: 2.15, List: 5.00.

Powerful 3-Speed Electric Scissors

2 Speeds - powder free blades. Sides
with needle, notches, or edges. Three spe-
eds - side, needle, notches or edges. A
without blade guard. Combination price:
2.15, List: 5.00.

Sears Cordless Electric Scissors

Sears 20-in-1 Exerciser

Regular 20.00

15.99

SEARS CORDLESS ELECTRIC SCISSORS
Sears 20-in-1 Exerciser

Regular 20.00

15.99

SEARS CORDLESS ELECTRIC SCISSORS

To Mother with Love

NEW! a complete fashion color wardrobe
by Amica
to color match your outfit

SAVE $11.11!
Sears 20-in-1 Exerciser

Regular 20.00

51.88

NEATNIKS HEAD FOR SUMMER IN PERMA-PREST SHORTS

Baby Cords, Plaids, Checks

SAVE 1.02!
Regular 3.99

2.97

Get out for summer fun . . . buy all these shorts you'll be needing
while they're SAE PERMA-PREST. Stylish tailored suits with #488
PERMA-PREST fabrics that need no ironing when tumble dried. Chosen
from baby cords, plaids or checks. Regulars save .08 to 1.02.

Boys' Budget Priced Swim Trunks

Good looking swim trunks . . . new in
groovy colors and styles. All with
groovy trunks in long lengths. Size
14 to 26.

CHICK NEATNIKS SUMMER IN PANTDRESSES

PERMA-PREST Polyester
and Cotton for Age 7 to 14

Save $11.11!
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SAVE
OVER
$50

Kenmore 36-inch GAS Ranges
with SELF-CLEANING Ovens

OUR
LOWEST
PRICE
EVER

Regular ‘99’

$248

No Money Down
on Sears Easy Payment Plan

• Large, full-width family-size oven, smokeless broiler with
  porcelain-enamelled pan and grid.
• Electric clock with one-hour timer; handy appliance
  outlet, oven light, non-drip cooktop and easy-to-clean
  porcelain-enamelled finish!

Ranges at all 4 Stores

Floor Care Needs

Upright Vacuum
Light Vacuum
$26
$14

• Disposable bags
• Hose

• Disposable bags
• Hose

Canister Vacuum
Polishers
$22
$16

• Disposable bags
• Sticker

• Polish, Brush

Floor Care Appliances on Mezzanine Wall
Imperial Maid & Sebbins City Stores

To Mother with Love

Kenmore
2 Speed
Washers
$138

Vigorously agitate for regular fabrics, gentle action for delicates. Kenmore ag
timates you not to purchase the latest, most expensive washer—why settle for
less? Select features your action helps select in mind. Built-in flat door hinge
and casters make work easier.

Kenmore Electric Dryer

All Features, Dryer

Side-by-Side Refrigerator-Freezer

ALL
FROSTLESS

14.8 cu Capacity

299.88

NO TRADE-IN Required

NO MONEY DOWN
on Sears Easy Payment Plan

Shop Monday thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. / Shop Sears Regular Hours!

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Sears

HOUSE FURNITURE AND CO.
2 OCAMA Workers Save AF $160,000

Check For Air Leaks

Black Plastic Can Convert Weedy Area Into Garden

Money Saving Idea

Start Your WINNE

Levines

Southside Ladies Are Avid Golfers

Lunchmen Climaxes Match Tournament

PINCHED FOR CASH?

1,000 Anglers Expected Today At ‘World’s Largest Fishing Tournament’

Let Oklahoma Journal Classified Ads get you out of the squeeze!

CALL OR 2-3322

Umpires Needed!

TINKER AREA Y.M.C.A.

BASEBALL

ROOM SIZE DECORATOR STRIPE

NYLON CARPET

DOLLAR DAYS

Mother's Day Special

WOMEN'S DRESS SALE

1888

CAL

2 GALS. $5

$1099

$888

$17.88

$17.88

24 HRS. 1 OF 3

HALF SUPS 1
Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Stocks

Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

New York Exchange
How To Fight Before, During And After Sex

By Dr. George R. Bach and Peter Wyden
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STUDENTS
LOOKING FOR FULL TIME SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT! NATIONAL CHAIN WILL
HIRE A NUMBER OF MALE AND FEMALE
STUDENTS FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS AND
MARKETING DEPARTMENT.
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Minimum Age, 18
2. Neat Appearance
3. Aggressive Personality
4. Able to Converse
Intelligently

$525
PER MONTH

PHONE:
OKLAHOMA CITY 323-2565
NORMAN 229-6749
TULSA
FROM 9:30 A.M. TO 1:30 P.M.

OTHER ADVERTISING SERVICES

SERVICE GUIDE
CONSULT THESE ADVERTISERS NOW...
They're Fully Equipped To Serve Your Needs.

RENTAL

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
WHY BUY?
TRY RENTAL OWNERSHIP!

'69 PONTIAC
$89.00 PER MONTH

Chick COKER PONTIAC Inc.
800 N.W. 4th and Shartel CE 5-1711

TRY A LITTLE ADVERTISING
(and enjoy big dividends)

If you're like most antique enthusiasts, you've probably accumulated more furniture than you have room for in your home. And these extra pieces represent a real investment in time and money. How do you find a buyer for these fine antiques? Try a little advertising. Just dial 1-552-9202 and get a friendly Ad.Visor help you write your Journal West Ad. It's so easy ... and it pays big dividends.
SALE

PRICE DURING THIS SALE

DISCOUNT ON CLOTHES DURING THIS SALE

SPRING BEDROOM BONANZA!

SOUTHWEST SHOWCASE

THE TIME TO SAVE
SOUTHWEST SHOWCASE BUILDERS
Sponsored by the Southwest Homebuilder's Ass'n.

Southwest Home Builders Ass'n
Officers
President: Wes Chambers
First Vice-president: Forest Pruitt
Second Vice-president: Charlie Boluwicz
Secretary: Don Ladd
Treasurer: Jim Daniel
Asst. Secretary: Pat Cathey
Asst. Treasurer: Nola Brown

SOUTHWEST SHOWCASE OF HOMES
Builders

A SUPPLEMENT TO THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL CLASSIFIED SECTION

2736 S.W. 84th
Kroeger Heights Addition

2729 S.W. 84th
Kroeger Heights Addition

2700 S.W. 85th
Kroeger Heights Addition
Seven Areas In Showcase

By ELIZABETH WILLIAMS

SOUTHWEST OKLAHOMA CITY is “lighting up” as southwest builders again hold their Showcase of Homes, this spring featuring 31 brand-new homes built in the Southwest. The Showcase is a 10-day event and features new homes from 25 builders, each showcasing their latest designs and innovations. The event is open daily from 1 to 5 p.m., with special hours on Thursday and Friday. The homes are located throughout the southwest area and offer a wide range of styles and features. The Showcase provides an excellent opportunity for visitors to browse through a variety of homes and learn about the latest trends in home design and construction.

Calling All Builders

From his office telephone, Southwest Showcase Chairman Charles Robinson calls in the morning, checking in on builders who are participating in the Showcase. Robinson, one of the organizers, explains, “The Showcase is a great opportunity for builders to showcase their latest designs and innovations. We encourage all builders to participate and bring their best to the event.”

Worm's Eye View

Sun And Shadows

An afternoon sunlight streaming through the windows of a Showcase home creates a warm and inviting atmosphere. The home features large windows and an open floor plan, allowing natural light to fill the interior. The design includes a combination of traditional and modern elements, creating a comfortable and stylish living space.
Mrs. Jones: Sure Of Tom

By JOE SHORT

With the arrival of the 1969-70 season, the soccer team of Oxford University has been bolstered by the addition of Tom Jones, a forward who has already established himself as one of the team's key players. Jones, a tall and agile striker, has been a consistent scorer for Oxford in recent seasons and is expected to lead the team's attack this year.

Jones, who hails from a small town in rural England, began playing soccer at a young age. He joined a local youth team and quickly rose through the ranks, impressing scouts with his speed, strength, and finish. Jones was eventually scouted by Oxford University and signed as a student-athlete, where he has thrived.

Off the field, Jones is known for his modest and unassuming nature. He is a hard worker both on and off the pitch, and his dedication to the sport has earned him the respect of his teammates and coaches.

Despite his success, Jones remains grounded and focused on the task at hand. He is determined to help Oxford win as many games as possible and is ready to lead his team to greatness.

Mrs. Jones At Home

Mrs. Linda Woodcock, better known as Mrs. Tom Jones, recently moved to Oxford from London, England. She is the wife of Oxford University soccer player Tom Jones.

Mrs. Woodcock is a former teacher who has lived in London for many years. She is a proud mother and an ardent supporter of her son's soccer career. She is often seen at Oxford games, cheering on her son and the team with a smile.

Mrs. Woodcock is looking forward to the upcoming season and is excited to see her son and the team put their skills to the test on the soccer field.

White House Visit Like Trip To Duke's Place

By MYRA MACPHERSON

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones, who had been invited to the White House for a private dinner with President John F. Kennedy, were hosted by the President and First Lady.

President Kennedy, who is a die-hard Duke Blue Devil fan, arranged for the couple to tour Duke's famous Cameron Indoor Stadium, where the Blue Devils are known for their hard-fought, competitive games.

The President, who is a lifelong Duke fan, showed the couple around the stadium and even posed for a photo with Tom Jones, who is a star player for the Blue Devils.

After the tour, the couple dined at Duke's iconic Cameron Crazies, a staple for all Duke basketball games. The couple enjoyed a meal of hot dogs and chips, a favorite of Tom Jones.

The President, who is a big Duke fan, even joked that he was sure to convince the couple to bring their son to Duke for college.

The couple, who are thrilled to have been invited to the White House, are both Duke fans and are looking forward to their future visits to the Blue Devil's stadium.

Artsy Crowd Sets Fast Past In New Flick

George Cukor and Sarah Brown, shown in a new art film directed by George Cukor, are the stars of the film. The film, which is set in New York, follows the life of an art connoisseur and his journey through the city's bustling art scene.

The film, which is directed by Cukor, is a fast-paced, visually stunning production that features a cast of talented actors and a talented crew.

The film is set in New York and follows the life of an art connoisseur and his journey through the city's bustling art scene. The story is told through a series of vignettes, each featuring a different aspect of the art world.

The film is a tribute to the City's vibrant art scene and is sure to be a hit with art lovers and film enthusiasts alike.

Duke And President

President Kennedy is shown with his arm around Duke star Jason Williams, who is wearing a Duke University basketball jersey. The President and Williams are posing for a photo, and the President is smiling and looking at the camera.

Williams, who is a star player for the Blue Devils, is shown holding a basketball and his arm around the President. The President is smiling and looking at the camera, while Williams is holding a basketball and his arm around the President.

The President and Williams are shown together in a moment of camaraderie, and the photo captures the special bond between the two men. The President and Williams have a strong connection, and their friendship is evident in the photo.

The photo is a reminder of the special relationship between the President and the Blue Devil's basketball team, and it is a reminder of the President's love and support for the team.
Bottle Caps Prize

Bottle Caps Prize

Stars Carve Symbol Of Status, Money

By VERNON SCOTT

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - The idea of utilizing a symbol or picture to indicate the status of a person or organization is not new. It has been used for centuries in various cultures. One such example is the use of a star to signify high status or achievement.

In Hollywood, the star symbol is used to denote the prominence of an actor or actress. The stars are placed on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, which is a sidewalk of fame consisting of more than 2,400 stars. Each star represents a notable figure in the entertainment industry, including actors, directors, producers, and musicians. The stars are made of brass and are set into the pavement in front of the TCL Chinese Theatre.

The idea of using a star symbol has been adapted by Hollywood studios to promote their films and to attract audiences. Studio logos often feature a star in some form, and stars are often featured in movie posters and trailers.

The use of the star symbol in Hollywood has become synonymous with fame and success. It is seen as a symbol of achievement and recognition, and it is often used to convey a sense of prestige and importance.

The star symbol is also used in other industries, such as sports and music. In sports, a star symbol is often used to represent a player who is considered to be one of the best in their field. In music, a star symbol is used to represent a popular or well-known artist.

In conclusion, the use of the star symbol as a symbol of status and money is a common practice in various industries. It is used to signify achievement, fame, and success, and it is a symbol that is widely recognized and understood.
LUCKILY THE ARTS FESTIVAL, held through Sunday, so that the calendar can take a final whack at it, and not be a panic on Saturday, as attention begins to turn to the Christmas holiday season. Here's a sampling of what's where and when:

**Uyuk, Yuck On Uyuka**

By PHILIPPE DEAN

Yucka remains the major lead-back in the International American News, Thursday, Dec. 1, 1966, where she is being interviewed by a reporter. The story was published in the local newspaper on December 2, 1966. The Yucka family is known for their outstanding basketball skills, and they have been featured in many local news articles and interviews. The article includes a quote from Yucka's father, explaining that she started playing basketball at the age of five, and has been a member of the basketball team since she was ten years old. The article also highlights Yucka's dedication to the sport, and her determination to achieve her goals.

**Yucca Rarely Good**

One of the most recent stories is an article about the growing of the yucca plant in Marfa's desert country, where the plants are being cultivated in the hopes of creating a sustainable source of food and water for the local community. The article describes the challenges of growing yucca in the desert environment, and the efforts being made by local farmers and researchers to overcome these challenges. The article also highlights the potential benefits of yucca cultivation, including the possibility of creating a new source of income for the local community.

**Star Tales To Spin At Arts Foundation**

The arts festival will be the major feature of the winter season at the Arts Foundation in Oklahoma City. The foundation will present the performance of "The Arts and the Arts" on Saturday, December 3, at the Arts Center. The performance will feature a variety of artists, including dancers, musicians, and painters, and will be held in the arts center's gallery space. The event will provide an opportunity for the arts community to come together and celebrate the creativity and diversity of the arts.

**Evegirdges Safaris Set**

Barbara Novin has been named the new director of the Evegirdges Safaris, a new program that will be offered to children in the Oklahoma City area. The program will offer children the opportunity to learn about and experience the world of nature. The program will be held at the Evegirdges Safaris base camp, located in the Oklahoma City area.

**Center To Spotlight Art 'Individualist'**

Far enough for the arts center in Oklahoma City; the festival will be the major feature of the winter season at the Women's Foundation in Oklahoma City. The Women's Foundation will present the performance of "The Arts and the Arts" on Saturday, December 3, at the arts center. The performance will feature a variety of artists, including dancers, musicians, and painters, and will be held in the arts center's gallery space. The event will provide an opportunity for the arts community to come together and celebrate the creativity and diversity of the arts.

**Old Sugar Kettle**

The sugar kettle boiling which once produced 50,000 gallons of molasses a year at the old Marfa sugar refinery is being preserved as a piece of local history. The kettle was once part of the Marfa Sugar Refinery, which operated from 1881 to 1955. The kettle is now located in a museum, where visitors can learn about the history of the sugar refining industry and the local community.

**New Gallery To Open**

The new gallery will be the major feature of the winter season at the Children's Services Division of the Oklahoma City Arts Council. The gallery will present a variety of art exhibitions and programs, including a new exhibition of contemporary art. The exhibition will feature works by local and national artists, and will be held in the gallery's main space. The event will provide an opportunity for the arts community to come together and celebrate the creativity and diversity of the arts.

**Master Classes Slated By OCLA**

The Master Classes Slated By OCLA are a series of educational programs that will be offered to children in the Oklahoma City area. The programs will focus on a variety of subjects, including art, music, and dance. The programs will be held at the Children's Services Division of the Oklahoma City Arts Council, and will be led by local artists and educators.

**Salon Show Opens Today**

The eighth annual Arts Salon will be held at the Arts Center in Oklahoma City, this year focusing on the theme of "The Art of the Artist." The exhibition will feature works by local and national artists, and will be held in the gallery's main space. The event will provide an opportunity for the arts community to come together and celebrate the creativity and diversity of the arts.

**Casa de Hawaii**

Casa de Hawaii, a museum dedicated to the history and culture of Hawaii, will be the major feature of the winter season at the Arts Foundation in Oklahoma City. The museum will present the performance of "The Arts and the Arts" on Saturday, December 3, at the arts center. The performance will feature a variety of artists, including dancers, musicians, and painters, and will be held in the arts center's gallery space. The event will provide an opportunity for the arts community to come together and celebrate the creativity and diversity of the arts.
Legend's Has Solid History; Food, Too

By LEMMIE PIERCE

Restaurants don’t usually have “story lines” behind them, and Legend’s of Oklahoma has a legend precisely because it has a story. The story of Legend’s is as much a part of Oklahoma City history as is the story of Oklahoma City itself.

The restaurant at 1310 NE 23rd Street was at one time the infamous Tubby’s, a bar and restaurant. When Tubby closed, the space was converted into a restaurant named Legend’s by Joel D. Coffin, a young man who had a vision of creating a place that would be a landmark for the area.

In the 1960s, Legend’s gained fame for its homemade pies and for its legendary jukebox. The jukebox had over 1000 records and was a favorite among regulars.

The restaurant was in operation for over 30 years, and during that time, it became a staple of Oklahoma City’s dining scene. It was known for its friendly service, delicious food, and comfortable atmosphere.

In the late 1990s, the restaurant was closed and went through a period of decline. However, in 2005, it was purchased by a new owner who restored its original charm and brought back its signature dishes.

Today, Legend’s is again a popular destination for locals and tourists alike. The restaurant continues to offer homemade pies, jukebox music, and a warm, welcoming ambiance.

Legend’s has become a symbol of Oklahoma City’s rich history and its commitment to preserving its past.

Top Stars Expected Coming To Dallas

Top stars expected coming to Dallas are... (article continues)

Cancer Goes To Cameras

By SHELLY GRABAN

New York (INQ) — New York’s Cancer goes into production in Paris this week, with Big Time playing Mr. Miller. The actress will be on the set in an advisory role.

I hope to go over the story and I must say that it is very well done. The performances are all excellent.

The film is based on a true story of a mother’s love and dedication to her son. It was filmed in Paris and is directed by Peter Miller.

I have seen the preview and I think it is a very touching film. It is very well done and I am sure it will be a huge success.

In conclusion, I would like to say that it is a wonderful film and I highly recommend it to all audiences.

Amber Brown, an Oklahoma City native, stars in the film. The movie has received critical acclaim and is set to be released soon.

Samuel Gordon

Barbier's Diamonds For Less

Samuel Gordon is the owner of Barbier's Diamonds For Less, a jewelry store located in Oklahoma City. He has been in the jewelry business for over 20 years and is known for his passion for quality diamonds.

Barbier's Diamonds For Less offers a wide selection of diamonds and fine jewelry, as well as custom design services. Samuel is dedicated to providing excellent customer service and helping his clients find the perfect piece of jewelry.

Contact Samuel Gordon at 405-555-1234 or visit their website at www.barbiersdiamonds.com to learn more about their services and products.

Dustin Hoffman Heads TV Shows

Dustin Hoffman is set to star in a new TV series, "The80s," which will air on ABC next fall. The show is a mockumentary that follows the lives of famous 1980s celebrities, including Charlie Sheen, Patricia Arquette, and Mark Hamill.

Hoffman's character, a former child star, is storyline-wise, the show will deal with issues such as substance abuse, personal scandals, and the struggles of maintaining a public image in the media.

The80s is being produced by ABC Studios and is expected to premiere in September 2023. Stay tuned for more information on this exciting new TV show.
$1.00 NO RISK OFFER — SPECIAL ENROLLMENT EXPIRES MIDNIGHT, MAY 25, 1969

How to leave the hospital with extra cash in your pocket!

Now...a remarkable plan pays extra cash directly to you—even for life— in addition to any other insurance—tax-free extra cash to use as you wish!

Regardless of your age, occupation or size of your family, you get your first month for only $1.00!

During this Special Enrollment Period, you can enroll yourself and all eligible family members simply by mailing the Enrollment Form, at right, with $1.00. This offers you a uninsured medical expense policy at no extra cost. You may mail your Enrollment Form no later than midnight of May 25, 1969.

This is Not Insurance! This is not a long-term medical expense policy. It is a plan designed to help pay for unexpected medical expenses not covered by your existing insurance. Give us the facts about you, and we will quote you a rate or a premium based upon the claims experience of the group of insured persons.

All accidents and new illnesses covered immediately.

You will receive a certificate from us which will entitle you to a free examination by one of our agents. If the agent is satisfied that you are eligible, and you accept the policy offered, you will receive a policy which will cover all your future medical expenses. This includes the cost of hospitalization, surgical procedures, doctors' fees, hospital supplies and medicines.

This is Not Insurance! This is not a long-term medical expense policy. It is a plan designed to help pay for unexpected medical expenses not covered by your existing insurance. Give us the facts about you, and we will quote you a rate or a premium based upon the claims experience of the group of insured persons.

**ALL PAID AS LONG AS YOU OR ANY COVERED FAMILY MEMBER IS HOSPITALIZED—EVEN FOR LIFE!**

**CHOICE THE PLAN THAT SUITS YOU BEST!**

**ALL-FAMILY PLAN**

- **PAYS YOU $200 weekly**
- **extra cash**
- **$150 weekly for each eligible child**

**1-PARENT FAMILY PLAN**

- **PAYS YOU $150 weekly**
- **extra cash**
- **$100 weekly for each eligible child**

**PARENT-HUSBAND PLAN**

- **PAYS YOU $150 weekly**
- **extra cash**
- **$100 weekly for each eligible child**

**HUSBAND WIFE PLAN**

- **PAYS YOU $100 weekly**
- **extra cash**
- **$75 weekly for each eligible child**

**INDIVIDUAL PLAN**

- **PAYS YOU $100 weekly**
- **extra cash**
- **$75 weekly for each eligible child**

**SPECIAL EXTRA BENEFITS!**

Double extra cash benefits whenever you need them.

This unique benefit will pay you an extra $100 or $50 weekly for an extended period of hospitalization. This is in addition to the normal benefits of your plan.

**INDIVIDUAL PLAN**

- **PAYS YOU $100 weekly**
- **extra cash**
- **$75 weekly for each eligible child**

**FOR THE FIRST TIME—Extended extra cash benefits.**

In addition to the benefits of your plan, you will be paid an extra $100 or $50 weekly for an extended period of hospitalization. This is in addition to the normal benefits of your plan.

**IF YOU ARE OVER 65**

Extra cash benefits will vary according to your age.

**EXECUTIVE FUND**

Life Insurance Company
National Service Center
121 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017

**48 Hours Service**

**Licensed by the State of Oklahoma**

**DIRECT EXTRA CASH PLAN**

**19 Important Questions Answered**

**ABOUT THE NEW DIRECT EXTRA CASH PLAN**

1. What is the Direct Extra Cash Plan?
2. The Direct Extra Cash Plan is a new type of medical expense insurance that is designed to pay you extra cash in case of hospitalization.
3. What is the cost of the Direct Extra Cash Plan?
4. The cost of the Direct Extra Cash Plan is determined by the age of the insured and the number of family members covered.
5. What is the maximum amount of extra cash that can be paid by the Direct Extra Cash Plan?
6. The maximum amount of extra cash that can be paid by the Direct Extra Cash Plan is $200 weekly for an extended period of hospitalization.
7. How much cash can be paid by the Direct Extra Cash Plan?
8. The amount of cash that can be paid by the Direct Extra Cash Plan is $100 weekly for an extended period of hospitalization.
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Pool Way Of Life For Many A Fat Man

By JOHN NERCHB

The topic of leisure has long been a subject of fascination for many individuals. It seems that the more we work, the more we want to relax. Whether it be through passive activities such as reading or watching TV, or more active pursuits like exercise or hobbies, leisure time is an essential component of our lives. It allows us to recharge, connect with others, and explore our interests. In this article, we will explore the concept of leisure, its benefits, and how we can make the most of our leisure time.

Cowboy Hall Honors Due

Two Texas heroes of yesterday were honored at the recent annual gala of the Texas National Hall of Fame. The event was held at the Majestic Theatre in Dallas, where a special presentation was made to the late President Lyndon B. Johnson and the late President John F. Kennedy. The evening included a tribute to John Wayne, who was a key figure in the Western film genre. The event was a testament to the rich history and cultural significance of Texas.

Texas Ranged Rodeo

The Texas Ranged Rodeo is a popular annual event that celebrates the state's history and culture. It features competitions in various rodeo events, and is a must-see for anyone interested in the cowboy way of life. The rodeo takes place in Dallas, and attracts visitors from all over the country.

FREE ORCHID FOR THE LADIES

Mother is... QUEEN for a DAY!

Take her to our Church for a special Mother's Day breakfast and vespers with a beautiful orchid service. Treat her to a delicious breakfast and a beautiful orchid, all included in the price of admission. It's a perfect way to show her how much you care.

Kansas Turning To 'Long Hair'

The Kansas State University football team has adopted a new look, with many playersopting for longer hair. This trend has been influenced by the cultural shifts of the 1960s and 1970s, which saw a rise in the popularity of longer hair among young people. The change in appearance has been met with mixed reactions, with some players and fans supporting the new style, while others have expressed concern.

What’s Left After Nudity Takes Bow?

In the world of entertainment, nudity is a common element in many films and TV shows. However, what happens after the nudity is gone? Often, the storyline or character development may continue to be engaging, even without the visual element of nudity. This can be a testament to the strength of a story and the character's personalities.

A First Philip Roth

Philip Roth's first book, "Goodbye Columbus," was a critical and commercial success. It included stories that explored the complexities of Jewish identity and life in the United States. Roth's writing style was praised for its wit, satire, and social commentary, and the book helped establish him as a major literary voice.

But It's Still Hard To Pigeonhole

"Goodbye Columbus" is often considered a novel, but it could also be seen as a collection of short stories. The book's themes and characters are interconnected, but each story stands alone as a distinct piece of work. This ambiguity has made it difficult to pigeonhole the book into a single genre.

New York — Not long ago, I was talking with a fellow writer about a recent seminar on the topic of marriage. We both agreed that marriage is a complex and often difficult institution, but we also acknowledged that it is a necessary part of life. The seminar focused on the challenges of marriage, and the importance of communication and understanding.

COMING UP ON "SWIM ALL YEAR AROUND IN A HEATED POOL"

Of course, it's the perfect way to enjoy the outdoors all year round. Let us show you how we can make it happen! Contact us today for more information.

FREE CUSTOM BUILD ENCLOSED

Craftsmanship is at the heart of our business. We believe in building quality, custom-designed pools that will last a lifetime. Let us help you create the perfect outdoor oasis for your home.

CUSTOM BUILD ENCLOSED

Of course, it's the perfect way to enjoy the outdoors all year round. Let us show you how we can make it happen! Contact us today for more information.

FREE CUSTOM BUILD ENCLOSED

Craftsmanship is at the heart of our business. We believe in building quality, custom-designed pools that will last a lifetime. Let us help you create the perfect outdoor oasis for your home.
Hemingway Story ‘Irish Whisky’

If you want to learn about Hemingway’s life and works, there are many books available. However, if you want to understand the man behind the writer, you should read about his life and times. Hemingway was a man of many talents, a fighter, a writer, and a lover. He was a man who lived life to the fullest, and his writing reflects that.

One of the best places to start is with his own words. Read his letters, his diaries, and his novels. Hemingway was a man who was not afraid to speak his mind, and his writing reflects that.

Another great place to start is with his friends. Hemingway was surrounded by a group of writers, artists, and musicians who were all influenced by his work. Reading about his friends and their relationship with him will give you a better understanding of his life.

Finally, you should read about Hemingway’s time in Europe. Hemingway lived and worked in Europe for many years, and his experiences there had a profound impact on his writing. Reading about his time in Europe will give you a better understanding of his work and his life.

Remember, Hemingway was a man who lived life to the fullest. His writing reflects that, and his life will continue to inspire generations to come.

Western Heroes Dryguled

Ghetto Males Learn ‘Cool’ At Their Mothers’ Knees

Best Sellers

COMING UP BLACK, by David A., forthcoming summer.

COMING UP WHITE, by Jane K., forthcoming spring.

Glass, shooting a motorcar parade of colored children, was killed. The body was found floating in the river. The police are investigating the case.
SAVE $70.11!

Console Stereo . . . 3 Furniture Styles
Elegant styling and superb engineering are combined in the 3 Series. Complete stereo, from top-of-the-line FM broadcasts and your favori

199

Sears

Hauteloom, Spanish styling in a console stereo...
Contemporary Style

No. 2625-26-27

SAVE 20.11!

Stereo Console

Radio-Phonograph

SAVE 20.11!

Radio-Phonograph

Regular $119.99

119

No. 861

SAVE 20.11!

Dual Hassock Stereo-Phono

Regular $269.99

199

No. 2625-26-27

Make your living room a Mediterranean showplace... and save $80 at Wards!

SEPL

$399

Reg. 479.95 Group

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

1800 Penn Square

Open 5 Nites Weekly

Phone: VI 2-7455

SALE ENDS SATURDAY
Put 118.85 in your pocket
—AND A LOT OF MEDITERRANEAN IN YOUR
LIVING ROOM WITH MONTEREY GROUP

5-PIECE GROUP! $449

No money down

SEAT CHAIR, THREE MATCHING TABLES—REGULARLY $57.85

The look for all seasons. Softest and chic . . . seating plush velvets, and

dramatic new-on-today to complement headboards, Mediterranean-styled

wood. Three matching tables have been fashioned to lift their handcarved gravi-

ting downground, then buffed to a sheen gleam! Comfort-compact World-Famous™

cushions. (Also available in your choice of other decorator fabrics.)

*Wards warms for this indoor armchairs from

'30 OFF LOVELY SOFAS
ARE WONDERFUL BEDS, TOO!

Reg. $299 SPANISH SOFA is
dramatic by day, a comfortable queen-
size bed by night. Choose in black vinyl

on the upholstery of your choice. New... 1299

Reg. $299 SLEEP SOFA has classic

lines, open floor space, comfortable double

bed. Exquisite upholstered design fabrics in

gold, auburn or turquoise. New... 1299

CHOICE COLONIAL OR MODERN—
PINE WARD'S SOFAS NOW '50 OFF!

Reg. 279.95 COLONIAL SOFA is upholstered
with wood on legs, soft foam. In pell-protected fabric.

Plush attached pillow back, coil spring base... 1299

Reg. 249.95 96" MODERN SOFA is textured

tweed. Backrested, boxed. Soft-Wood-Finished™

cushions, coil spring base. Arm covers included. Same size! 1999

*Extra value for high density armchairs from

NO MONEY DOWN—UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
WITH WARD'S HOME-FURNISHINGS CREDIT PLAN
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

Choose from 21 colors...6 in ready-made sizes

DRAMATIZE YOUR WINDOWS
WITH FULLY LINED
ANTIQUE SATIN DRAPERY
AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!

SALE! 799

REGULARLY $911 NO MONEY DOWN

Rich rayon and acetate antique satin in ready-

made colors: gold, apricot, white, blue, red or

navy. And these same colors plus sage, green,

gray, brown, rose, moss, ivy, moss, spruce, bottle, plum.

*1 No. 9892... 6.99 32" beeu, pr. 2 @ .49

WASHABLE SHEER PANELS

116" BACK PANE 137

116" BACK PANE 137

4186* BACK PANE 117

4186* BACK PANE 117

118" BACK PANE 117

118" BACK PANE 117

*116" x 216" 399.95

116" x 216" 399.95

118" x 216" 399.95

118" x 216" 399.95

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL HOME
FURNISHINGS CREDIT PLAN

916 7TH AVE. (404) 342-2500

FURNITURE CENTER

PARSONS

OAK
When only Wards best will do...

OUR EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECLINER PAMPERS HIM AS
HE DESERVES...SAVE '30

SALE $129
REGULARLY $159.95 NO MONEY DOWN

This is our best recliner...and your best buy! Nonstainable vinyl upholstery...soft and pliable, pit it nihilism the strongest wear. Accent
fulvous fabric, deep, heavy on the durst and
at its highest back like comfort. Choose your favori
tone from today's cool colors: brown, green or brown or dramatic black. Save, relax!

$20 OFF! Vinyl recliner
with action seat and back!
9998 Rep. 119.85
3-way recliner gives complete
comfort! Beautiful-embroidered head-
back. Colors: brown, gold, black.

$20 OFF! High-style
Mediterranean recliner
8998 Rep. 119.95
2-position recliner has built-in
footrest. Leopard-print fabrics
in red, gold, black, green.

110 OFF! Tuffed chair
A blend of Old World elegance for your
home. In decorator colors. Save now! Rep. 79.95

110 OFF! Spanish tab
executive leather:
black, vinyl is bat-
tten-tied in deep
soft bucket design. Rep. 79.95

Adventure in Texture...
COLOR-SPLEASHED CERAMIC LAMPS WITH
LUXURIOUS TEXTURED SHADES—SAVE!
Reg. 39.99 $29.99 Asian lamps
Chop lamps
Reg. 34.99 25.99

BEAUTIFULLY-FRAMED BRUSH-STROKE
REPRODUCTIONS—NOW AT '9 SAVINGS!
Reg. 29.95 21.88

Put your home in its best light with an exciting table or chair lamp from
this exclusive collection! They're all at high-style savings, and come
in variety of "decorator style" colors. Table lamps are from 30 to
43 inches inches tall, chair lamps are from 17 to 20 inches high.

BUY NOW FOR ANY GIFTFIVING OCCASION...NO MONEY DOWN—JUST SAY "CHARGE IT" AT WARDS
Great furniture to grow up with!

FRILLY FRENCH PROVINCIAL, REG. 59.95 TO 69.95

So feminine she'll adore it—from toddler age to study stage! Master crafted of fine hardwoods, delicately finished with gold color. Tops are all marbled self-resin plastic designed to take hard knocks and come up shining every time! Some with 84.95 double dresser, now 78.88 Mirror, 24.88

YOUR CHOICE

54.88 each

- Poster table - Desk
- 4-drawer chest - Poster bed

*Group from $16 extra

SPANISH-INSPIRED BEDROOM...WITH CHOICE OF PANEL BED OR KING OR QUEEN HEADBOARD

Solid oak, hand craftsmanship, sophisticated styling almost sets up on its own...the PLUS is a King or Queen headboard at extra-cost! Regular Post, dresser, mirror and your choice of bed at one, low-price!

130 3-dl. chest ... 1140 Nightstand ... 79.95

Dresser, mirror, choice of bed

NO MONEY DOWN—IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

$299

$20 off! Luxury-firm innerspring mattress or box spring!

EACH 59.88

REG 79.95

NO MONEY DOWN

Wake refreshed, enjoy heavenly sleeping comfort! Premier coils, supported edges. Exquisite blue, white screen cover, lovelily quilted. 199.95 Queen set, 199.95 3-pc. king set, 249.95 4.95 adjustable bed frame (not shown) ... 3.88

SAVE 40% LUXURY-FIRM LATEX MATTRESS AND BOX SPRING SET

Comfy 6" Latex: buoyant, self-airing. Some covers are adobe. Queen set: 169.95, King: 249.95

WARDS KNIGHT-O-REST INNERSPRING OR FOAM MATTRESS AT 112 OFF!

44.83 EACH

REG 59.95

Twins or full, INNERSPRING coil with heavily cushioned FOAM* has resilient non- allergic core, high upper cushion to top! 19.95 box spring ... 44.88

199.95 3-pc. queen set ... 279.95

199.95 5-pc. king set ... 1169

*top rated cushion firm
SAVE '3 to '4
YOUR CHOICE OF QUILTED BEDSPREADS
IN THREE SIMPLY SEDUCTIVE DESIGNS

TWIN SIZE NOW ONLY $13.99

1. OUR FLOWERPULL "ALICE" BEDSPREAD—REG. 17.99
Delictly smocked ruffles sport a décor with a decorative print ruby quilted with banded accents, in your choice of gold, blue or pink.

15.99 full size bedspread 13.99
29.99 queen-size spread 26.99
57.99 king size spread 55.99
7.99 pillowcase pair 6.99

2. 17.99 "DANA" CHANNEL-QUILTED STRIPE BEDSPREAD
Colorful panels of green, blue and golds slip the silk-textured surface of an ensemble, spread poly-cotton, with poly-cotton for a pillow, soft touch.

19.99 full size bedspread 15.99
32.99 king-size spread 30.99

3. REG. 16.99 "LUZ" QUILTED IN A TANG PATTERN
You’ll want to hug it! It’s ever-so-easy Chromacraft® cotton quilted over dead-soft polyester, deep or pastel tons, gold, emerald, rose, cravenduck.

18.99 full size bedspread 15.99
32.99 king-size spread 30.99

*For one king size or 2 twin beds together

America’s finest bath vanity value!
SAVE '21

24-INCH CLASSIC VANITY IN AN EXCITING MODERN DESIGN

$99
REGULARLY $120—NO MONEY DOWN
A vanity that will create a striking effect with its delightful elegant look and modern functional charm. Handcrafted of quality materials and finished by old-world artisans. The finish is soft white with gold-color accents. A cultured marble top and a vitreous china sink bowl in the color of your choice.

SAVING MATCHING MEDICINE CABINET
Handcrafted by same craftsmen who made the vanity. Surface-mounted, glass front mirror. Choice of the 3 attractive examples shown.

LIGHTS AND FAUCETS ARE PRICED EXTRA

$89

S26 OPEL 24-INCH
IN MEDITERRANEAN
REG. $145 $119
A dramatic design in Spanish oak finish of hardwood and veneers. Cultured marble top, vitreous china oval bowl. Durable door with large of storage space.

S26 OM 24-INCH
IN EARLY AMERICAN
REG. $145 $119
The warm maple finish of hardwood and veneers exudes a charm and charm of reproduction. Includes white cultured washbasin and oval bowl.

MEDICINE CABINETS, LIGHTS, AND FAUCETS ARE EXTRA

30 AND 36-INCH MODELS OF EACH STYLE NOW AT LOW SALE PRICES

WARDS WILL ARRANGE INSTALLATION
**CARPET SALE!**

SAVE $1 TO $3 SQ. YD.

Wards has carpeting for any room in your house—even the pets! Styles and colors to complement any decor, prices to suit any budget! All new and famous names in fibers: Reciflor®, Creola®, Kodax®, Nylon 501®.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3&quot; off sq. yd.—nylon 501&quot; carpet</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular 8.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nylon in solids</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nyrale—our best-selling nylon carpet, and no wonder—it offers long wear combined with beauty! DuPont has put its 301® carpet label on it because it meets its strict standards for nylon pile content and weight, color fastness, resistance to pilling, and quality double-jet backing. You get clarity, tracking, nylon color with the luster only nylon can offer. Choose from red (plumrose), beige, olive, light green, gold, cranberry and brown. Non-allergenic and washable! All in all, you get a lot of carpet for little money! Why not carpet your entire house now! Our best-selling padding! 64-ounce sponge cushion to waiting comfort, and life of carpet. Buy: $1.99 sq. yd., new.

**SPECIAL SAVINGS!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Discount Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.99 Dupont nylon pile</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.99 Creola® acrylic</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.99 nylon</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.99 Kodax® flush</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.99 nylon</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Install it yourself indoors or out...**

**Wear-resistant olefin carpeting!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Discount Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.99 sq. yd. textured olefin fiber</td>
<td>$3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.99 sq. yd. Hercules® olefin pile</td>
<td>$2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88¢ vinyl runner</td>
<td>$88¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88¢ vinyl flooring</td>
<td>$88¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88¢ &quot;Easy-Tek&quot; tile</td>
<td>$88¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88¢ 1/2&quot; tile</td>
<td>$88¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88¢ 1/4&quot; tile</td>
<td>$88¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88¢ room-size Scatter</td>
<td>$88¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR NEW Homes, KITCHENS, PATIOS—OR VARIOUS CHAIRS AND CUSHIONS!**

**SPECIAL SAVINGS!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Discount Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>$1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>$3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>$4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>$5.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SAVE 10!**

Wards' finest tubular of continuous filament nylon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Discount Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Non-pilling 2-ply nylon yarns are double coated, steam-embossed.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Discount Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**NO MONEY DOWN, ON CREDIT!**

Up to 3 years to pay on Wards convenient 3-year Home-Furnishings Credit Plan. Take advantage of savings now!
6 Speakers!
Big '51 savings!
OUR FINEST AM/FM STEREO
WITH EXPONENTIAL HOMES
AND GIANT BASS SPEAKERS
SALE $369
REGULARLY $420
Our incomparable stereo/TV set. Exponential horns plus four-speaker, matched, speakers deliver
amazing sound quality! Solid state circuitry and
remote controls! Memory FM stereo program
plus AM and FM 11-inch changer, using
digital and needle pressure control! And years to
record that it's even ready for an optional tape
deck. Contemporary styled 45-inch cabinet has
swinging doors to hide speakers when not in use.

CALL WARDS FOR YOUR FREE HOME
TRIAL! NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION.
NO MONEY DOWN—UP TO 3 YEARS
TO PAY WITH WARDS SPECIAL MAJOR
APPLIANCE CREDIT PLAN. ASK ABOUT IT!

Save '20 now!
NEW AIRLINE® SOLID STATE
FM/AM CLOCK RADIO IN 3
EXCITING ACCENT COLORS!
REG. 49.99 29.99
Wake up to beautiful FM sounds, or music with delayed
alarm. FM dial gets you going with lightning speed. Fast
up to 3 years to pay with Wards Easy-Money Plan—
credit plan. Ask about it.

Airline exclusive Color Magic brings
life-like realism to your TV screen!
Save $30 now!
MAKE THIS YOUR WEEK TO
ENJOY AIRLINE® COLOR-TV!
SALE $339
REG. 369.95—NO MONEY DOWN
For dependable day-after-day color viewing, noth-
ing beats a console! Especially this Airline, dec-
or-ordered set. And now, it's priced lower than
most table models. You'll be pleased at the true-
to-life tones Color Magic produces—lustrous red,
lemon yellow, dry blue. And when a phone passes
the picture stays there—won't flutter or fade—
thanks to keyed AGC. Big 18" diagonal screen fits
the family movie TV together, too! See it now!

20% OFF ANY
AIRLINE® TV ANTENNA!
See color of your set. Save 20% on the antenna
if the color mix, only, as instructed. Call now.

YOU'LL HAVE COLOR TV IN
ANY ROOM YOU WANT WITH
WARDS 14" DIAGONAL SET!
NOW ONLY $239
Here's the TV for you, Mom! No more racing
through thousands of channels, everything to dash
into the living room for your favorite show! This
set goes where you get best signal in the best
viewing. Built-in controls keep pictures crisp, clear.
Shatter, easy-changing TV sets, optional.
Colorful kitchenware at special gift-giving prices!

249$ AUTOMATIC SKILLET
Ideal cooker for bacon or beef: features avocado or gold finish. Self-lid lid... 29.99

WOOD LOCK CANISTER SET
Brass kettles sold separately. Avocado or harvest gold. Fancy wood boxes. 9.99

169$ STACKABLE CANISTERS
Brushed aluminum for every- day needs. Great space saver. Avocado or orange. 12.99

119$ AUTOMATIC TOASTER
Thermostatically controlled. Brushes avocado or harvest gold. 119.99

129$ PORTABLE MIXER blends, whips & mixes! Has a drink mix attachment, handy batter scoop and beat well. White or harvest gold color. 9.99

169$ ELECTRIC CAN OPENER is also a knife sharpener! Built-in circuit will automatically open can. Made of all-stainless-steel. Copper, avocado or gold. 14.99

6-PINCOKE FROK in white-finished sturdy stainless steel. Stainless steel with white-finished handles. 4.99

PINCOKE PLATES (not shown) of white ceramic are sharpened to hold marts and nicks. Set of 4. 6.99

119$ PINCOKE POT olls pretty on brown-finished wood. Avocado or harvest gold porcelain finish over heavy-gauge aluminum. It's fun to handle! 0.99

59$ COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC PERCOLATOR has a glass bowl that never receives bitter coffee oils, removing easily for washing. Makes 2-11 cups. 13.99

5.5L TEA KETTLE has evened finish in four-selected colors—naturally striped, white or yellow. Stays bright without polishing. 2-quart size. 4.99


9.99 PINCOKE WARE large bread goods plating half Washable Selfspout® covered cover. 8.99

YOU DON'T NEED CASH FOR GIFT-GIVING...JUST SAY "CHANGE IT!"

$10 off
OUTSTANDING ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINE WITH
WALNUT-FINISH CABINET
SALE 89.88

REGULARLY 99.95
NO MONEY DOWN

- Sew on buttons, mends, dorns, and embroidery
- Makes endless decorative stitches with no extra attachments necessary, need bobbin
- Automatic hand controls any fabric weight
- Slip-in-line sewing, sew forward and reverse
- Automatic, bobbin wind—never overwinds
- Stitch length regulator—controls even stitches
- Includes 7-piece accessory kit, lower case
- Contemporary styled walnut-finish cabinet opens to 531 sq. in. work surface

SIMPLIFY CLEANING
CHORES WITH WARDS
FLOOR-CARE TOOLS!

YOUR CHOICE 29.88

NO MONEY DOWN

SPECIAL SHAMPOO-POURER at special price 49.99

- 2-speed motor, 10 attachments included
- 7-speed motor, 20 attachments included
- 10' OIL-FILTER VAC at low, low, low, price
- Durable, lightweight, fits tightly, attachment
- Brushed guard protects furniture, large area

LOW PRESSURE VAC. Lowest price, lowest, price

- Fig. 16, 400-watt motor, automatic cord rewind
- All metal construction, 2 attachments included
TOUCH OF A BUTTON DOES IT!

OUR FINEST 1-BUTTON SIGNATURE® WASHER & DRYER TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT OF WASHDAY! WORKS LIKE MAGIC!

BUY BOTH, SAVE $100

$40 OFF! WARDS EXCLUSIVE WASHER
REG. 249.95
NO MONEY DOWN
$229

- Push-dial button for fabric, that's all—washer automatically sets speed, water temp for you
- Infinite water level control regulates fill to suit your load to giant 18-pound washloads
- Equipped with unique temperature combination
- Automatic bleach, fabric softener dispenser

$40 OFF! WARDS EXCLUSIVE DRYER
REG. 269.95
NO MONEY DOWN
$169

- Simply push the dial button for your fabric
- Automatically moistens when clothes are dry
- Dries with 85% of cycle—eliminates guesswork
- Permanently press cycles, with "wringer" button
- Dry using heat or air, with or without a wrinkle guard
- 18-pound capacity
- Extra-white-free drying

YOUR AVAILABLE IN A HARMONY OF HARMONY, POPULAR ENCORE, COOPERATIVE OR WHITE

NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED!
NO MONEY DOWN
Use Wards 3-Year Major Appliance Credit Plan!

WARDS EXTRA LOW PRICES FOR 18-POUND WASH AND DRYER
- Pre-wash and power wash cycles
- For very heavily soiled loads
- 85% capacity assistance wash
18.8 capacity Signature® dry only $149

SAVE $70

OUR FINEST DOUBLE-OVEN 30" ELECTRIC RANGE WITH OVEN THAT CLEANS ITSELF

SALE $399

- Lower oven comes down—just set it, forget it
- Two quadrant ovens automatically start, shut off at pre-set time; heat cycles start on exactly
- Thermo-eyes top element maintains pre-set temp, makes any pot or pan automatic, anti-browning
- Automatic oven rackline lets your family enjoy the full flavor of meats because of your "stand
- Harvest gold, cooperettes, encore, or white
Add-never touch—and with no Workbook "Save"

USE WARDS SPECIAL 3-YEAR MAJOR APPLIANCE CREDIT PLAN!

SELF-CLEANING DELUXE 30-INCH ELECTRIC RANGE

ONLY $198

- Pre-set oven automatically sets, runs, and shuts off
- Cooking lift to wipe spills
- Plug-in elements self clean

SAVE $81

WARDS FINEST DOUBLE-OVEN 30" GAS RANGE
REG. 439.95

- Lower oven cooks then turns itself down to setting you pre-set
- Multi-heat broiler element, no hot spots
- Self-cleaning, automatic gas grates
- Removable lower oven trays, doors, lift-off cooking wipe off easily right at your sink
- Harvest gold, cooperettes, encore plus, while Add-never touch—no extra work

PROMPT, EXPERT SERVICE, NATIONWIDE!
YOU LIVE BETTER WITH A SIGNATURE FREEZER!

SHOP LESS—SAVE MORE! Stock up your freezer, stretch your budget during grocery sales at your supermarket.

SAVE TIME—COOK AHEAD! Enjoy the convenience of having prepared meals in your freezer at all times.

SPEND LESS—EAT BETTER! Freeze home-grown produce and enjoy its nutritional value all year long.

15 CU. FT. FROSTLESS UPRIGHT FREEZER AT LOWWARDS PRICE!
- Completely frostless, ends the messy defrosting jobs forever
- Holds up to 253 pounds of food
- Cold control—no frost freeze
- Magnetic gasket—seals cold in
- 3 shelves in cabinet, 5 in door
- Chip-resistant enamel interior

SALE
$199

8.4 CU. FT. FURNITURE-STYLE COMPACT CHEST FREEZER
- Attractive washable-color vinyl
- Holds up to 299 pounds food
- Space-saving foam insulation
- Adjustable cold control
- Convenience (freestanding control)
- Lift-out basket for small items
- Rollers make it easy to move

SALE
$166

NO MONEY DOWN, UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY WITH WARDS MAJOR APPLIANCE CREDIT PLAN

EXPERT SERVICE NATIONWIDE!

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER AT SPECTACULAR LOW PRICE!

RETAIL PRICE

$288

$349

NO MONEY DOWN
1 Walnut vinyl fronts on both doors
2 Zero degree top freezer section
3 Refrigerator defrosts automatically

LARGEST TOP FREEZER IN ANY 17.5 CU. FT. MODEL

REG. $329.95

$288

4 Freezer holds up to 182 pounds food
5 3 shelves give ample storage space
6 Butter/chese compartment/egg rack
7 Bonus door storage area for tall items
8 Twin crispers keep your produce fresh
9 In White, Copper tone, or Avocado

20.6 CU. FT. FROSTLESS REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

REG. $379

$399

10 Freezer holds up to 204 pounds food
11 2 spacious shelves in freezer door
12 Butter/chese compartment/egg rack
13 Adjustable shelves in freezertop refrigerator
14 Twin crispers keep your produce fresh
15 In White, Copper tone, or Avocado

Automatic freezer controls, a model touch "set it"
Leisure-loving redwood furniture... on sale now!

A TW SPECIAL — "THE AMERICAN WOMAN"

...you've come a long way, baby...
For everyone who loves good hot buttered corn.

5¢ off
on one can of Libby's
cooked-in-butter corn
(22¢ value)

For everyone who’s not too crazy about corn.

5¢ off
on one can of Libby's
cooked-in-butter vegetables:
Peas, Lima Beans, Carrots, Peas & Carrots, Succotash.
Where Do Women Go From Here?

By James F. Fixx

A 17-year-old high-school girl in Monroe, New York, recently filed a formal petition with the state education commissioner. All she wanted was one simple right to her for school-travel deals. The rules would say that the more you're a boy, the better.

The girl, Julia Branch, had played some of the men's team and had lost interest. She saw no reason, therefore, why she shouldn't be permitted to try our for girls, too. Girls, after all, are just as girls are physically more fragile than boys, in school without a sense of gender identity as they live life, study, play football or basketball. So when, she was told, to apply in effect, is a big problem.

The big problem, it turned out, had nothing to do with athletics, but with the social norms of the sex. "I don't think we're quite yet up to the kind of competition," said Dr. George H. F. Givens, director of the State Education Commission, and Robert Driscoll, director of the State Board of Education. "The boy's role is defined by a father or James F. Fixx in a public letter to the education commissioner."

Elsewhere, as a result of Julia's petition, the commissioner did appoint an educational program to try to address this issue in some school, but the kid had no idea what she could do at all. A spokesperson for the education commissioner, however, said that they were playing golf and the girl's father got her some golf clubs.

The answer, or at least one way to conceptualize is with peculiar force by time since when it was a little before the issue of women's equality 50 years ago, an organization that accepts only American women's legal status in the top two per cent of the population. It has not been undertaken yet. These women are as socially isolated or show them to be, does perhaps they might have some sound counsel to solve the problem. My spokesperson, I believe, played golf and the education commissioner is to be seen in his capacity as a representative of a contemporary phenomenon of our times. Women and men, women are arguing that they ought to be treated the same as men. They want to compete equally with men for jobs at equal pay and to attend preschool as all-school.

It is apparent that we are in the midst of a reawakening of feminism, a reawakening every bit as vigorous and colorful as the formations of the 18th century, when it suddenly became clear on these numbers of women that there was more than just, hard, straight, blue in the United States today. Better, better, as a woman.

What is the New Feminism test within does it need? More important, what?—In everything that is likely to achieve for women?

I regard the first of these questions in a strictly logical way. It would seem if it is not today intended for anything else, then we may conclude that what they already have isn't enough. What is it, then, that they think they lack?
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The Women Who Get Things Done

By JUDY KLEMSKRUDD

There was a time when the word "woman" conjured up visions of a plump, matronly figure who spent her days cooking and cleaning. But in today's world, women are just as likely to be seen as strong, capable, and confident. When they are needed, they step up to the plate. And when a crisis hits, they are the first to respond. Women have always been leaders in the fight for equality and social justice, and today they are proving that they are just as capable as men in all walks of life.

The Women Who Get Things Done

Mayor Anna Vota

Mrs. Ann Whipp

Mayor Magzie Span

Mrs. Richard T. Stith, Jr.

Judy Klemuskrudd, a reporter specializing in women's issues.


Women Doers

(just page 3) The Poor People's Campaign is a film that demonstrates how poor city residents can make their voices heard at the polls.

The League's Women's Forum has also included a Model Citizen clinic, which, Mansfield said, would be something like a Clinic on Wheels. The clinics would be held in Spanish-speaking areas, with a special emphasis on educating Spanish-speaking women about their rights.

One of the more unusual examples of civic involvement was accomplished by Mrs. Richard T. Sprague Jr., who was instrumental in getting a new jail for St. Louis County. In 1965, a new jail was opened, and it was named in his honor.

In the middle of the city, a group of women formed a Citizens' Committee to work on the issue of transportation. They decided to call a meeting of all the city's transportation officials, and they succeeded in getting the issue on the agenda of the city council. The council voted to provide new buses, and the women's group was given credit for the decision.

Mrs. Sprague said that she had been inspired by the League's work in other areas, such as housing and education. "I think it's really important to get involved," she said. "It's not only about winning, it's about the process of democracy."
TW Interviews
Bill Blass

What about the clothes themselves? This week talked to Mr. Blass, the creative director of the company's advertising campaign about fashion and the American woman.

The American woman is not as sophisticated as she used to be. She is more casual, she is more active, she is more adventurous. She is more interested in being comfortable, she is more interested in being natural. The whole idea about being sophisticated or being healthy, clean, attractive from the outside isn't as important anymore.

My philosophy is that there is no such thing as seasonal, but all you are seasonal look. Certainly it is the look being here in the fall... being here in the fall.

TW: It is true that designers are currently using clothes that are not usually seen in the stores.

BILL: That's true, and they are using clothes that are not usually seen in the stores.

TW: Are you afraid that these clothes will be seen in the stores?

BILL: I'm not afraid that these clothes will be seen in the stores.

TW: What do you think of these clothes being mass produced?

BILL: I think these clothes being mass produced are a great thing. It means that more people can afford to wear them. It means that more people can afford to look good.

TW: What do you think of the American woman today?

BILL: I think of the American woman today as being more independent, more assertive, more self-confident.

TW: Do you think that the American woman is more confident today than she was in the past?

BILL: I think that the American woman is more confident today than she was in the past.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion is strong.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all is a great thing.

TW: Do you think that the American woman's love for fashion is a positive thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion is a positive thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing is a great thing.

TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing is a great thing.
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TW: What do you think of the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing?

BILL: I think that the American woman's love for fashion being mass produced and being affordable to all being a positive thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing being a great thing is a great thing.
Pontiac's bumper-to-bumper bumper.

There has been a good deal of confusion about just who needs what car — and how she wants to use it. Grandmother, let me see your inland at ease.

The answer is almost too simple: the woman of 40+ wants to be treated like a princess. Not as a dote in love with her even cleaner, nor as a Vehicle lurking in the pleasure of the bath and blowing her mind with megalomaniacal love notes. Not as the swag of the brand new amateur. She may be none of these things or all of them. But one thing is for sure: she's a woman who recognises this, accepts it, submits to being treated accordingly and wants the whole new look.

Let's consider: what's important in her life? Women in their 40+ know the importance of comfort. They know the vanity of dressing casually. It's a woman who understands this, accepts it, submits to being treated accordingly and wants the whole new look.

Column readers later suggested a slightly more obvious approach to what is apparently a growing problem: making note of the typical new轟 are very similar problems: making note of the typical new vehicular habits. For instance, that for a woman of 40+, comfortable ride is the greatest need in her life. What about it? And the woman of 40+ knows that.

But what is the right thing? That depends on the woman. It's not to assume that all women are created equal and that men are always correct.

Most women are pleased out of their minds by the thought that she can get a good-looking car. The thought that she can get a good-looking car isn't always enough. It doesn't mean that she's been treated like a princess. Not even if she's been treated like a princess.

And the woman of 40+ knows that.

What Every Man Should Know

By CAROLYN MEYER

Our last lady was born, my husband arrived at the hospital bearing a huge box and a big grin. He had every right to be pleased with himself, because his gift was a gossamer peignoir, a gown, pretty, obviously very expensive. I was sure felt so wickedly pampered — until I got the bill a couple of weeks later. He had charged it to my account.

Loves to. She has been getting the same advice from women since she was a schoolgirl, and will be surprised — perhaps shocked (depending on) — that the same situation actually is being regarded as a man. Like men, women enjoy being treated like princesses, and if you learn, you're likely to know a bit about women in general, as well as about her in particular. So go on the Percy News approach, though. Okay, in a group of half a dozen people, a very unattractive woman whose husband had just met (and whom he was eager to impress) said to the woman, "Percy News, I'll see you all again."

I feel sure I could have come up with a satisfying reply right away, but instead I just looked at the other women, and wondered if they knew what Percy News was.

Don't just for a minute, and that's not just for a minute. Her brothers learned long ago how uncomfortable it can be up there, and occasionally a contemporary leaves the scenes all over again. A fitful race broke with a finish, a hardrace, persona, intelligent, successful, a price catch by any criteria — with this explanation: "We shipped him. We thought he was perfect, and I couldn't stand the pressure. I was never allowed to buy my own car and just be me!"

A man used to know exactly what was wanted of him: he helped ladies in and out of cars, she lets them sit in the seat of the car, and of course he wouldn't have been in these particular women in overcoats sitting in the car, either. He was more important and didn't say anything about where she wanted to go.

In my younger days, I was told that in order to get a gentleman to perform gentlemanly services such as opening doors for you, you must assure that he will — meaning that you are so fine, and is nice and gentle that he will do it for you.

As a matter of fact, some women are rather put by purposely, as symbols of how much you may depend — that they will be so much in love with a man that they will do anything to impress him. The story is told of a woman who bought a new car that was so ugly that her husband complained.

For Men: To make Today's Woman happy, always be sure you are courteous, considerate, and respect her ideas and feelings. And don't forget that people don't change their birthday!
Can you name these famous Maxwell House Wives?

A FREE TEMPERATURE/WEATHER INDICATOR IS YOURS

JUST FOR ENTERING PLUS A CHANCE TO WIN:

GRAND DRAWING

★FIRST PRIZE—$25,000
★1,000 SECOND PRIZES—Portable Stereo 8 Track Players

Just match the famous faces at the left with these famous names: Vikki Carr, popular recording artist; Barbara Ann Scott, world-class figure skater.

Easy! You've probably watched each of them on television, the stage, or in the news. And you may have seen them recently in Maxwell House commercials, enjoying their favorite pastimes, and drinking their favorite coffee.

Have fun! Match the faces with the names. Just for entering, you will receive the Maxwell House Temperature/Weather Indicator and a chance to win $25,000 in cash, or one of 1,000 Goodway Portable Solid State Stereo 8 Track Tape Players with FM Tuner and one RCA Stereo Tape.

Follow the directions in the entry blank below and get in the Sweepstakes now!
On The Lamb

When Sara Joseph Hale wrote those lines in 1870, she might not have predicted that the lamb would become a staple of the American diet. However, today, lamb is enjoyed by many as a tender and flavorful meat. Whether grilled, roasted, or braised, lamb dishes are a delightful addition to any meal. The tender meat is perfect for slow-cooking or roasting, making it a popular choice for family gatherings and celebrations. Lamb's flavor is distinct, offering a savory and slightly nutty taste that complements a wide range of spices and seasonings.

The history of lamb in America dates back to the 17th century when the first colonial settlers brought sheep to the New World. Over time, the lamb industry grew, adapting to the changing dietary preferences and culinary traditions of America. Today, lamb is celebrated for its versatility, ranging from simple roasts to sophisticated dishes that feature its unique flavors and textures. Lamb dishes often incorporate aromatic herbs and spices, enhancing both the taste and the presentation of the meal.

Whether you're hosting a family dinner, a holiday feast, or simply indulging in a personal treat, lamb is a meat that offers a delightful experience. Remember, with lamb, it's all about the preparation, so take your time, savor the moment, and let the flavors of lamb lead the way in creating an unforgettable dining experience.
The Perpetual Motion Machine —
Wheeler's it's the PTA,
the League of Women Voters,
or a baby persuasion
down at City Hall, whenever
something goes wrong,
she's up, up, and away!

The Housewife — She's usually so definite
that you can correctly pick
her fangs, but underneath it's all basic
a heart that will stop at nothing —
well, practically nothing — to catch her man.

The Up-the-Minute
Absolutely With-it New Girl —
If it's in style, she's sure
to be wearing it,
saying it, or growing to it.

The Bride Player —
In a world of change,
she's the only thing that
remains always the same. Shrewd, sensible?

Her Infinite Variety

The Phantom — Her habitat
ranges from San Francisco State
all the way to Columbia,
and she is most easily identified
by her battle cry:
"Storm the Administration Building!"

The Ever-Youthful Middle-Aged Swinger —
Past thirty and still going strong,
she has a simple reason —
She's never, absolutely never, look in a mirror.

The Bow — Ah, she's ever
so feminine,
(see the pretty flowers!),
but beneath that beguiling
surface... gentleness, beauty.

The Chauffeur — Do you ever
wonder, gentleman, whether your
wife qualifies as a member of
this breed? There's a simple test.
Speak to her. If she replies
"Beg!!" she's out of them.
"Advice from the Most Admired Women"

"Us Keebler Elves want to save you $5 on Cinnamon Crisp" (You do believe in St. 46, don’t you?)

A Cinnamon Crisp is a cavity, by the way, if you have extra Elfin fat, like a sprinkling of sugar and seminatural

Earlier this year the Gallup Poll cited a group of women as among those Americans admire most. This week editors asked these women what words of advice they would offer to a young lady who is preparing to be, like them, among the most admired women of the world?

More than those who replied went the following:

Mrs. Richard M. Nixon: "One of the contributions a woman can make is to be interested in people and take them as you know them: "I have never been able in an audience and lend a life of listener. I need to do something constructive. "I think you get out of life what you put into it. Hopefully in the American dream. I’ve seen it come true in my own lifetime."

Lady Bird Johnson: "I would advise a young lady to get involved with something that means something that means something. I don’t want it to be just some show. I want her to think for herself, to develop her character."

Mary McLeod Bingham: "I want in our coming generation, but the further I find it out for myself as a young woman, for the woman who in her own right of special ability, and that she need not achieve excellence in that area. She then will automatically perform the best of her ability to advance the society of her times."

Ann Landers: "Remmende: don’t be over-concerned, but I feel it is different. It is really very obvious. It is not a thing to be too anxious about, but it is not the point — you can worry about whether or not you are over-concerned, or you will be over-concerned. It is a natural feeling for any girl to have a family."

Feminine Progress? (Page 6) Full-time wives and mothers, the submissives of society, are on the alert. There are other options and arrangements to equip them to be free and do without social stigma or personal stigma. Still, they are not free to make a choice of a world in which exploiting power is central.

The new working women still carry a stigma, but they are showing the way. Their success is a credit to the movement.

Whether she goes to work or stays at home, the woman in the workforce is still the center of attention.

"At Universal C.I.T.

Why C.I.T. is making an unusual offer. We figure if you have a CLT, and you own your home, you are a solid citizen — the kind of man who’s sure to find some big homeowner loan.

Then you are Hattiesburg to save us $5 on Cinnamon Crisp!

Home of the big loan.

"Yes, I am interested in a big loan in C.I.T."

Name

Address

Stop

Telephone

UNIVERSAL CREDIT CO. OF KELIA, INC.

Home of the big loan.

"We Kesler Elves want to save you $5 on Cinnamon Crisp"
So You Want To Go Back To Work

By CORNELIA K. WYATT

If you're a housewife looking for a remedy to boredom, you may find that opening your own business is the answer. For those bored with the monotony of the same old chores, the same old routine, the same old people, there is a new twist: the small business of work. For many women, the problem is not just one of finding a job, but of finding a job that fits their needs and interests. "I'm tired of doing the same thing every day," says one woman. "I need a change." So she starts her own business. She finds that the flexibility of working on her own time and doing something she enjoys is what she needs.

But what if you've never worked outside the home or haven't had a job for more than a few years? How do you start your own business? First, you need to decide what you want to do. Consider your skills, interests, and what you enjoy doing. Then, research the market to see if there is a demand for your product or service.

Once you've decided on a business idea, the next step is to write a business plan. This will help you determine the costs of starting and running your business, as well as the potential for profit.

Once you have a business plan, you can start looking for funding. This may come in the form of a loan from a bank or a grant from a government agency.

Finally, you need to register your business and obtain any necessary licenses and permits. This will ensure that your business is compliant with all regulations and laws.

Starting a business can be challenging, but it can also be rewarding. With hard work and dedication, you can turn your passion into a successful business.

COLUMBIA STEREO TAPE CARTRIDGE SERVICE

At Columbia, we understand the importance of preserving your memories. That's why we offer the best in tape cartridge services. Our state-of-the-art facilities and experienced technicians ensure that your valuable recordings are handled with care and returned in pristine condition.

So don't let your old tapes gather dust in the attic. Bring them to Columbia and let us help you preserve your memories for years to come. Contact us today to schedule your service.
New Ozite Style Trend Carpet in fashion-setting patterns just $595 sq. yd.

A breeze to maintain. Just vacuum clean. No washing or pickling. And you have a soft, warm, quiet floor instead of a cold, hard, chilly one. All patterns available in a variety of colors.

Women in Men's Jobs

"It's Just a Put-On!" by SANDRA SHEVEY
to show enthusiasm: "It's fun — I feel like Osterberg back..." Still, the answer was no job. "You've got a lot of courage. That's all I can say," Harry explained.

My second interview was for an upholsterer's assistant at an expensive Third Avenue dressing shop. I made my way past piles of ancient furniture frames, pieces of foam padding, and tangle of body-size dummy clothes where a middle-aged man sat. He had just come in for the job. "This isn't a girl's job," he replied immediately. "I worked on my hair and I know that furniture isn't so heavy if you know how to pick it up." He was amused, but still unsold. "Do you think a girl can carry boxes up and down stairs?" I couldn't tell him how to prepare for the job or how to collect the clothes. I left the atmosphere, and I would like to see it professionally.

This was the end of my fourth interview. The third floor was filled with men's advertising agency. "Getting on..." The musty atmosphere didn't bother me. "You're here about the entrance on..." I was told. There was a half-moon mat among the men and I filled out an application.

This was the ad for my fourth interview. The third floor was filled with men. "Is your mother..." I tried. "You're here about the entrance on..." I was told. There was a half-moon mat among the men and I filled out an application.

I'm not sure what the ad says that all you need is experience. I hope I have it — I have my experiences. I can't have any experience.

Ozite...the more carpet carpet
Feminizing the Men's Jobs

"You've probably heard of those women's jobs," the manager intimated. "Well, it's time we showed men what men's jobs are all about!"

"Men should be doing the same kind of work as women," the manager continued. "It's a matter of equality."
This coupon could bring you almost 6,000 recipes for only $100

Yes! Choose any 3 cook books below if you join now and agree to accept only four selections or alternates over the next two years.

How often do you ask yourself, "What shall I cook tonight?" Are you bored with the same kind of basic meals week after week? With this offer you can try some exciting new dishes guaranteed to win praise from family and friends, even bring a chorus of compliments from those who are not particular about their meals. This unique opportunity to get any 3 of the most talked about cook books in America for only $1, as a trial member of the famous Cook Book Guild.

Yes, choose any 3 cook books on this page, filled with up to 6,000 original and imaginative recipes. These books are worth up to $28.40 in publishers' editions. The choice is yours for only a dollar, plus shipping and handling.

From appetizers to desserts...party-time snacks...company dinners...all-American favorites to exotic delicacies, you get everything you need to become a better cook, a more gracious host, and a more creative homemaker. For example, next time you serve ham, try it in a creamed casserole with noodles and lubrically laced with toasted sesame seeds (from Famous Treasury). Or surprise your guests with feather-light pastries, Napoleon's croissants and brioches (from The French Chef Cookbook)....or winning savory at parties for tasty cannelloni alla romana (from Leon's Italian Cookbook).

This is just a sample of what The Cook Book Guild offers. For here is a club devoted exclusively to seeking out the world's outstanding cook books and making them available to you at guaranteed savings of at least 30%.

As a member, you'll learn what great chefs look for when selecting ingredients...how famous menus are planned by famous housewives. You'll learn budget-stretching tips...family and regional cooking secrets. You will also discover delicious ways to diet...ways to save time and trouble...how to set an elegant table for gracious dining.

Selections are described in the free monthly bulletin, The Cook Book News, which also contains a recipe of the month. You may take as few as one book selection or alternate within two years, or as many as you wish. With every fourth book you accept, choose a FREE bonus book from a list of books on cooking, gardening, decorating, etc.

SEND NO MONEY! To join The Cook Book Guild and get any three of these books for only $1.00 plus shipping and handling, just mail the coupon today. Your two free gifts will be included.

Extra FREE GIFTS if you act now

These 2 useful spiral-bound books 1. More than 100 best recipes 2. How to Best Cook That! Stands on counter or tucks in wall cupboard. Handsome, durable, easy to use, fits any decor...

Recipe Finder A thumb-indexed cross reference instantly locates any recipe, sends you to the right cook book and page...

137. THE PRESIDENT'S COOK BOOK cooked by Martin and Patricia Broder, it's fun to look through and a real challenge, too. Publisher's edition $3.95
138. THE BUSHEL CORN BOOK, 400 corn dishes and desserts, 160 full-page photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
139. FISHING AND SALAD MAKING, 100 favorite recipes for game, fish, and fowl, with photo illustrations. Publisher's edition $3.95
140. CHEF JACQUES TELLIN'S CUISINE, 200 recipes for French and Continental cuisine, color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
141. THE NEW ORLEANS COOK BOOK, 225 Foolproof Recipes from New Orleans Restaurants. Publisher's edition $3.95
142. AMERICAN HOME COOKING, 100 recipes for modern American fare, 175 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
143. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
144. CASSEROLE TREASURY, 450 great casserole recipes, broken down by category. Publisher's edition $3.95
145. CANNELLONI ALA ROMANA, 30 of the best Italian dishes. Publisher's edition $3.95
146. THE NEW YORK TIMES LARGE TYPE COOKBOOK, New York Times, 1000 recipes, black and white photos, plus special sections for the electric oven and microwave. Publisher's edition $3.95
147. CASSEROLE COOKBOOK, 212 great casserole dishes, 120 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
148. CHEF JACQUES TELLIN'S COOK BOOK, 200 favorite French recipes, 150 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
149. AMERICAN CHOCOLATE COOK BOOK, 1500 chocolate recipes, 200 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
150. GOURMET COOK BOOK, 1000 recipes for modern American fare, 200 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
151. AMERICAN HOME COOKING, 100 recipes for modern American fare, 175 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
152. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
153. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
154. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
155. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
156. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
157. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
158. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
159. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
160. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
161. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
162. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
163. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
164. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
165. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
166. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
167. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
168. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
169. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
170. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
171. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
172. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
173. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
174. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
175. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
176. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
177. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
178. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
179. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
180. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
181. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
182. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
183. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
184. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
185. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
186. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
187. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
188. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
189. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
190. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
191. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
192. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
193. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
194. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
195. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
196. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
197. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
198. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
199. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
200. AMERICAN HOME BAKING, 100 recipes for modern baking, 75 color photos. Publisher's edition $3.95
IT'S SPRING SAVINGS TIME!!!

Spring has sprung and May has arrived! And now's the time to save at Evans!

Now what Spring has finally arrived, don't you think it's time to start fitting up your home? As Evans, we have the largest selection in Oklahoma of style and durable furniture at the lowest prices. It's happening at Evans!

SALE! $197

Compare at $299.95

Two Black Side sections (Converts to a single bed) - King-Size Ottoman, hide and the tail with the words Matching Pilgrim shade! Spring is here! Come in today. See the herd new look. See all the ways that you can when you purchase this dramatic living room. Here the extra-long side sections (extending out the front 3/4). Sprayed over the rug 4'x6' of 2-inch carpet. Tables made of shiny chrome and glass, behind the love of a fine chestnut wood. The sofa is full of wooden legs. The entire room is completely remodeled. Take your choice of larger ones and consider with this price, includes the pillows. Evans this group is not with your family, and your friends today.

SHOP TODAY 10 TO 7 PM

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS • 460 SOUTH WESTERN • 435-2843 • FAX: 435-5481
1 TO 7, WEEKDAYS 9 TO 9 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING
LADIES' MICRO-MESH NYLONS
Seamless with nude heel.
Compare at 78¢
2 pr. in pkg.
First Quality
47¢ pkg.

Acetate Tricot Knit LADIES' PANTIES
Sizes 5-7
33¢ ea.
4 For 88¢

LADIES' SHIFT GOWN
ASSORTED
STYLES AND COLOR
ACETATE TRICOT
SMALL, MEDIUM
AND LARGE
$1.66 EACH

LADIES' STRETCH PANTS
2-way Nylon stretch. Comfortable and smooth fitting for today's active women. Ideal for all types of outings or at home casual wear. Assorted sizes and a wide range of colors.
Compare At $1.99
ONLY... 29¢ Each

MEMO MINDER
19x5½ in.
Pocket open Wide and Prepare for Easy access. Holders for Pens, Pencils and Keys.
Compare At 99¢
NOW ONLY 66¢ Each

LADIES' BLOUSES
Sizes 32-38
80% polyester 20% cotton
Long-sleeve—Roll-up Sleeve—Assorted Solid Colors
Compare At $1.99

LADIES' CAPRIS
50% Dacron® Polyester 50% Cotton
Peanut-Press Side Zipper Assorted Checks and Patterns
Size 10-18
Compare At $2.99

BRACH'S MILK CHOCOLATE
PEANUT CLUSTERS
1 Lb. Bag
Compare At $77
57¢ Each

CAKE SAVER
11½ IN. DIA.
Lock On Cover
Compare At $1.59
$1.37 Each

COSMETIC BAG
Assorted Satin Prints
Inverted Zipper — Rubber Lining
Compare At 77¢
47¢ Each

CANISTER SET
4 Pieces
Round—Graduated Sizes
Compare At $1.59
$1.37 Each

3 PIECE BUTTER SERVER
Bright Chrome, Seamless Finish
Compare At $1.19
77¢ Each

BREAD BOX
9 3/8 x 13 3/16 x 14 1/8 in.
Latch Knob—Removable Knob
Compare At $1.57
$2.77 Each

PLASTIC SALAD SET
5 pieces
One 2 quart bowl and 24 oz. bowls, Assorted Colors
Compare At $1.19
77¢ Each

TEFLON FRY PAN
10 INCH
Non-stick Plus Non-stick—Non-stick
Compare At $2.47
$1.47 Each

UTILITY PITCHER
2 Qt.
Assorted colors with white lids
GRADUATED MARKING
Compare at 39¢ ea.
ONLY 27¢ Each